
Our last award today goes to a special individual who has spent an entire career 
working with aviation and airports. The 2017 TAC recognition for Career Contributions 
to Aviation goes to Brian Caldwell. Brian, please come forward. 

 
I doubt that anyone in the audience today is more widely known across the 

Tennessee Airports network than Brian Caldwell. For thirty years, until his retirement 
just before this past Christmas, Brian was the go-to person in the TDOT Aeronautics 
Division for everything planning related, whether that planning had to do with individual 
airport ALPs, or the planning that goes into the Airport Capital Improvement Programs, 
or even the planning that for many years had the Aeronautics Division presenting the 
annual airports conferences. There isn’t a public use airport in the state that Brian didn’t 
inspect and license at least once during that time, and he did most many times. The 
prioritization of funding for airports improvements had Brian’s inputs and evaluations. 
It’s fair to say that the current health and welfare of our Tennessee airports is in large 
measure due to Brian’s consistent and measured advice and counsel. 

 
Brian was also the face of the Tennessee Airports to the FAA Memphis ADO. All 

things related to grant assurances and airport compliance questions or issues funneled 
through Brian. And he definitely evolved into the corporate memory—he knew the 
backgrounds and deep details of every airport and nearly every airport manager or 
governing body. He mentored staff—many members of the staff both within the 
Aeronautics Division but also at the airports. He pretty much touched everything within 
our airports management world. 

 
Brian grew up in Iowa and graduated from the University of Dubuque with a 

degree in Aviation Management. But for a short stint flying corporate jets with Service 
Merchandise, he spent his entire career here in Tennessee with TDOT—30 years. It’s 
always the case when someone with that long a tenure retires there is a big hole to fill. In 
Brian’s case, that hole will require several people to pick up various roles and it will take 
some time to develop the total knowledge lost by this one retirement. But his legacy will 
be something to continue building on. 

 
On the lighter side, we also recognize Brian today—at this conference—as one of 

the main organizers of many previous conferences—complete with his unique costumes 
and his innovative conference themes.   

 
Today we thank Brian for many years of contributions, for the breadth and depth 

of his participation with Tennessee airports. And we wish him well in a well-deserved 
retirement. The Tennessee Aeronautics Commission recognizes Brian Caldwell as the 
recipient of the 2017 Award for Career Contributions to Aviation in Tennessee.   


